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QCD theory - main message

QCD theory is fundamental for any future collider project:
1

2

Advances in QCD enable advances in electroweak precision
measurements and BSM searches. (talks by Salam and Gehrmann)
Open fundamental questions in QCD are accessible at
current and future colliders. (this talk)
Further developments in QCD theory
are required to fully exploit the experimental opportunities of
the 2020’s and 2030’s.
anchor current and future collider projects on the widemost
scientific community.

It is important to communicate both points on equal par.
see input 163 QCD TH, input 48 HI Town meeting

Fundamental questions in QCD

1

How do collective phenomena and macroscopic
properties of matter arise from the fundamental
interaction of QCD?
Phase transitions of fundamental quantum fields have shaped
our Early Universe.
QCD is the only non-abelian QFT whose high-temperature
phase is experimentally accessible. Nuclear beams at current
and future hadron colliders provide the unique access.
In AA, collective dynamics reveals QGP transport properties
that are calculable from 1st principles in QCD at extreme
temperatures/densities.

Main goals of nuclear beams programs @ HL-LHC

(as defined in HL-LHC WG5 report: arXiv:1812.06772 )
1

Characterizing the long-wavelength QGP properties with
unprecedented precision.

2

Probing the inner workings of the QGP: investigating
microscopic parton dynamics in hot and dense QCD matter.

3

System size dependence: developing a unified picture of
particle production and QCD dynamics from pp to AA.

4

Exploring nuclear parton densities in a broad (x, Q 2 ) range
and searching for onset of parton saturation.

1. Long Wavelength properties
1

In Little Bangs as in the Big Bang, material properties are
accessed via fluctuations. (vn , EbyE distributions of multi-particle correlations.)

2

The measured one-to-one correspondence between initial
spatial gradients and azimuthal momentum anisotropies vn
gives strong evidence of fluid-like response.
Relativistic viscous fluid dynamics

3

accounts for collective dynamics in terms of QGP properties
(EOS, transport coefficients) that are calculable from first
principles in QFT.
simulations indicate minimally dissipative, close-to-perfect
fluid: =⇒ QGP may be the only known material free of
quasi-particle excitations. “Perfect fluid paradigm”

1. Long Wavelength properties - TH challenges

1

In QFT, any self-interacting matter carries both fluid-dynamic
and non-fluid dynamic excitations.
fluid excitations are universal and constrained experimentally.
nature of non-fluid excitations not yet established.
Candidates: quasi-particles (appear in weakly coupled theories),
Matsubara modes (indicate quantum nature and de Broglie wavelength of quasi-particles),
quasi-normal holes (appear in strongly coupled QFTs with gravity duals)

2

Access to the microscropic structure of the QGP requires
QCD-based descriptions beyond fluid dynamics.
(e.g. QCD-based effective kinetic theory, understanding of hydrodynamization, thermalization)

3

Further progress in calculating fluid dynamic response
functions for weak, strong and realistic coupling required.

1. Long Wavelength properties - EXP status
well-advanced but still incomplete (p.111, arXiv:1812.06772).

2. Probing the inner workings of the QGP
1

QGP properties accessible via quenching of hard probes

constraints on opacity and path-length dependence identified
indication of scale-dependent isotropization exist
effects of Rutherford-type scattering on QGP constituents
predicted but not yet identified unambiguously.
=⇒ drives the Lint = 13 nb −1 request for run 3/4
=⇒ need improvements in TH/EXP analysis of jet
substructure (out-of-cone radiation, jet deflection, Z-jet, b-jet correlations)
see NSAC 2015 Long Range Plan; HL-LHC WG5 report 1812.06772; HI Town Mtg.

2. ... quarkonia and open heavy flavor

1

Charm/Beauty: unique tools to test transport and
hadronization of conserved color charges in the QGP.

2

different TH challenges on different p⊥ -scales
test mass/color charge hierarchy of parton energy loss
Do heavy flavors flow like light flavors?
Hadronization models: fragmentation vs. recombination.

3. Emergence of collectivity in small systems
“Heavy-ion like behavior in pp indicates
that more physics effects are at work
than originally thought.”
T. Sjostrand

1

Are liquid droplets produced in pp and pPb or do
non-fluid excitations build up collectivity?
=⇒ system size can test inner workings of QGP

3. Collectivity in small systems - cont’d

1

TH/EXP interplay in run 3 & 4 required in search for
thermal photon & dilepton radiation in pp, pPb
heavy quark transport in pp, pPb
parton energy loss in pPb & pp

2

TH challenge to calculate these observables in systems of
small opacity for which thermalized scenarios cannot be
assumed.

4. nPDF’s partonic structure of initial conditions
1

nPDF’s: precision physics with nuclear beams
prerequisite for controlling initial conditions in AA
TH challenge to identify and scrutinize signatures for onset
of non-linear QCD evolution.
Open question: how to use data from UPCs in global fits?

2

data from pPb@HL-LHC can improve global nPDF-fits
(high-precision W, Z and dijet in pPb, constrain A-dependence of nPDFs with light AA. )

QCD TH beyond guaranteed HL-LHC deliverables
1

due to the chiral anomaly, the hydrodynamics of
QED+QCD is anomalous: jµ ∝ Bµ , jµ ∝ ωµ . Can this be
tested in AA?

2

QGP in ultra-strong magnetic fields. AA collisions realize
transient elmag. fields eB > mπ2 . Questions of astrophysical
relevance.

3

Physics at very low pT < 50MeV . E.g. is quantum statistics
of thermal distributions visible in identified hadron spectra?
QCD TH contributes to the
physics case for a next
generation HI experiment @
HL-LHC. (see input 110 )

Resources to enable the next TH generation
Fully exploiting the physics opportunities offered by ultrarelativistic
heavy ion collisions requires
1 long-term investment in tools and specialized researchers in
MCs for jet quenching, their interface with multi-purpose event
generators and models of underlying event
parton cascades, transport codes and fluid dynamic simulations
global nPDF fits
2
3

sustained support of finite-T lattice QCD (see talk of H. Wittig )
funding aimed at enriching the intellectual interplay between
HI physics and neighboring fields, e.g.
strengthening the exchange with HEP theory (e.g. jet finding,
underlying event simulation)
AdS/CFT: non-abelian plasmas of QFTs with gravity duals
synergies with studies of high-density QCD in neutron stars
overlap with techniques and concepts in astroparticle physics
and cosmology.
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